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Overview

1. La Cruna : a brief presentation

2. The project “Lands of Portofino”: genesis, objective and 
partnership

3. La Cruna’s activities in the field of accessible tourism: 

a.Info-point “Terre di Mare”

b.Network “Ok Liguria per tutti”

4. The project “Lands of Portofino”: specific objectives and 
realization steps
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An other important aim of La Cruna is to promote 
the culture of accessibility as an indispensable 
improvement in everybody’s quality of life. 

La Cruna intends to promote all kinds of initiatives, 
which include and take into account people with 
disabilities and their needs, without creating a 
narrow-minded mentality about accessibility.

1. A brief presentation

La Cruna, a social co-operative founded in Genoa 
in 1997 with the principal aim of providing 
adequate jobs for MI people (30% of La Cruna 
staff), intends to promote and to create some real 
conditions of social, architectural and cultural 
accessibility for all.

• Information points

• Training courses

• Surveying of social resources and 
creation/managing of adequate
databases

• Websites accessibility Web-journalism course for disabled people

All the co-operative’s activities have as a fundamental objective the 
safeguarding of disabled people’s rights to autonomy, “including the 
freedom to make one’s own choices” ( ONU International Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities – 13 dicember 2006 ).

1. A brief presentation
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The project “Lands of Portofino: between sea and mountains without barriers”
proposes a development plan for sustainable tourism in Liguria Region. 
The Local Tourist System “Terre di Portofino” will be thepilot site for realising 
the Project

General Objective: the promotion of a high quality standard in tourist 
welcome by improving information contents and tools for professional 
operators and end users as well.

2. “Lands of Portofino”: genesis, objective and partnership

Thanks to numerous projects carried out since 2002 La Cruna has been able to 
promote the formation of a political and technical Network, called “Liguria per 
tutti”, for which the Co-operative has drawn up and proposed for signing the 
Protocol of Intentions on the Accessibility for All of the Natural, Cultural 
and Artistic Heritage of Liguria. This Network, already working with La Cruna 
for the regional territory development, promotes and supports the project.

2. “Lands of Portofino”: genesis, objective and partnership

The signatories of the Protocol 
represent all the major communal, 
regional, and provincial political 
establishments and the 
administrative offices of the 
regional authorities.
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These are the Network’s five fundamental objectives:

1. To supply complete and reliable information on heritage resources and 
the accessibility of the region.

2.  To intervene, whenever possible, in order to improve the conditions of 
accessibility of the facilities and the infrastructures of the region.

3.  To promote, by means of clear and precise communication, the culture 
of accessibility.

4. To actively create and maintain the collaboration between the issues 
involved in merit of the objectives of this agreement.

5.  To support and to contribute to the achievement of, in the form of an 
ideal partnership, European projects, which share the objectives taken 
into account in this agreement .

2. “Lands of Portofino”: genesis, objective and partnership

In the context of the project “Genoa, an accessible City”, which was 
carried out during 2003-2005, La Cruna has achieved the Plan of 
Elimination of Architectural Barriers (PEBA): a survey of architectonical 
barriers along a length of 60km of tourist pedestrian routes and the relating 
proposal of abatement (with ca. 790 individual barriers). The achievement of 
the PEBA has signified an important contribution to the redeveloping plan of 
the city on the occasion of 2004’s “Genoa European Capital of Culture”. 

3. La Cruna’s activities in the field of accessible tourism
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The use of PDA technology has further permitted the architectural barriers 
georeferentiation and the data storage into a specific database which nowadays 
represents a valuable tool for integrating barriers detection and abatement 
in the planning of urban areas construction or renovation.

3. La Cruna’s activities in the field of accessible tourism

Suggested solution: the raising of the pedestrian crossing

3. La Cruna’s activities in the field of accessible tourism
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Three itineraries, accurately 
described and supplied with 
coloured photographs, which 
illustrate the artistic, historical and 
cultural heritage of the city. The 
guide also contains a map with 
accessible pedestrian routes and 
detailed information on the 
accessibility of routes, tourist 
facilities, accommodations and 
public transport.

3. La Cruna’s activities in the field of accessible tourism

As a direct result of the surveying work carried out for the PEBA, La Cruna 
created (editing, publishing and graphics included) the tourist guidebook 
“Genova for all of us. Guide for Tourism without Barriers”, (137pp, text in 
Italian and French on line on www.terredimare.it ).

Moreover La Cruna has produced the “Handbook on Design for All”, an 
information leaflet handed out to shopkeepers, which informs on the national 
legislation and its application in matters of accessibility for disabled people;      
at last the European Convention “City without architectural barriers.    
City for all” was organized.

3. La Cruna’s activities in the field of accessible tourism
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Terre di Mare is an information point about accessible tourism, run by La 
Cruna since 2002, in collaboration with the “Consulta per l’Handicap”, on 
behalf of Social Policies Department of the Province of Genoa. Situated in 
the very heart of the city, Terre di Mare offers precise and professional 
information on the accessibility of routes and tourist facilities in Genoa and 
all around Liguria.

3a. Terre di Mare activities
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3a. Terre di Mare activities

All the data about accessibility, once professionally collected and classified 
by Terre di Mare operators, are gathered in specific fact sheets. 

Toilet and washing
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At Terre di Mare a tourist :

is welcome by a competent and always
available staff with one-to-one listening

gets precise and detailed information about
disabled access for tourist services surveyed
directly by Terre di mare staff themselves

finds a satisfactory holiday arrangement
according to his/her personal profile

can rent for free special 4-wheeled electric
scooters to move easily around the historical
centre and to visit accessible tourist facilities
and attractions

asks for accompanyng services: transport, 
tourist guide for blind people or wheelechair
users and for people with cognitive disability

3a. Terre di Mare activities

3a. Terre di Mare activites
Terre di Mare is further the name of its website www.terredimare.it, where 
information (in English, French and German) on the degree of accessibility of 
major tourist attractions can be obtained. Regularly updated news on 
important events of artistic or cultural interest around Liguria can be found 
here and these also include accurate information on each event’s actual 
accessibility and availability.
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3a. Terre di Mare activities

In order to improve the level of mobility of a disabled person Terre di Mare runs 
the Mobility Service, renting out electric 4-wheel scooters, which are 
extremely safe and easy to manoeuvre. They are handed out to anyone who 
has reduced mobility so that one can move about independently within more 
than three different, fully accessible itineraries around the historical town 
centre and within accessible museums of the city. 

Terre di Mare users receive the fidelity 
card “Ok ! Liguria for All” which
entitles disabled people to use for free
the whole of Terre di Mare’s services.

This card allows the tourist to have some 
economic advantages (including the 
disabled person’s family and/or friends) 
in the tourist and reception facilities of 
Genoa and Liguria. 

Each disabled person can require it
directly or via the website
www.terredimare.it.

3a. Terre di Mare activities
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3a. Terre di Mare activities

On more than one occasion a year, Terre 
di Mare becomes a mobile office, trans-
locating to various points of interest in 
Genoa (such as Urban Trekking, Festival 
of Science, “The scents of the parks” or 
Mobility Night), its competence and vast 
range of services.

3a. Terre di Mare activities

On occasions of great cultural exhibitions (such as the Internationl Show 
Boat, Euroflora,…) Terre di Mare runs, in collaboration with Fiera di Genova, 
a reception point for disabled visitors, which offers everyone with a 
disability a series of services: information on accessibility of exhibition routes 
and pavilions, the free hire of electric scooters and a courtesy shuttle service, 
which links to parking areas via a specially equipped vehicle.
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3a. Terre di Mare activities

ASK-IT Project Website : www.ask-it.org

3b. The Network activities

Thanks to the collaboration between members of the “Liguria for all” Network, 
between July and September 2007 La Cruna accomplished 4 excursions as 
part of the initiative called “All together in Portofino”. This is a first step 
towards improving the fruition and accessibility of the regional heritage 
for all. 
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3b. The Network activities

Terre di Mare organised four excursions which were accessible for 
everyone, each with the option to choose between two itineraries: one on land 
through the Regional Park, along a footpath of 4 km that disabled people in 
four-wheeled electric scooters can also travel along, arriving at the old village 
of Portofino by the sea; the other itinerary was by boat, which left the Old 
Harbour of Genoa and made its way along the coastline to the small harbour of 
Portofino.

3b. The Network activities

For the first time ever a track inside the Park intended primarily for able-
bodied walkers has been made accessible to everyone with the aim of 
expanding on and making permanent the current results that have been 
achieved.
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3b. The Network activities

Following this initiative, abatement work on architectural barriers has been 
carried out with resulting improvements of general mobility and better access to 
using boats. Terre di Mare’s staff has organised day trips, on each occasion 
providing entertainment slots that made everyone far more sociable and 
forthcoming, consequently raising the holiday mood of the outing.

June 2007 July 2007

La Cruna, as coordinator of the Network “Liguria for all”, is leader of the Project 
which has obtained the patronage of the Presidency of the Regional Council of 
Liguria and aims to start up concrete initiatives for the development of 
accessible tourism for everyone.

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

Picture from : 
www.toegankelijkheidsbureau.be
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The results of the main studies on accessible tourism in Italy have been 
analysed.  There is work carried out by ITER in 1999 on behalf of ENEA and 
more recent research presented to BIT in Milan in February 2007, which is 
available online at www.comune.torino.it/pass. Such surveys highlight the 
importance of the demand for accessible holidays by people with special needs, 
within the national tourist market.

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

The proposal takes on board the principles and directives of the conclusive 
report issued by the European Commission’s working group on Sustainable 
Tourism: Action for more sustainable European tourism. This document 
invites Members States to take up the challenge of Making holidays available to 
all, reaffirming the principle that: Social inclusion and equity are important 
principles of sustainable development..

A. Precise, reliable information is absolutely indispensable for organising 
one’s own holiday.  First of all one needs to know and compare the condition 
of disability with the capacity on offer to welcome the person to the area and 
to the use of facilities there.

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

Pictures from : 
www.toegankelijkheidsbureau.be

Besides these analysis, a series of considerations emerges from our 
experience concerning the characteristics of accessible tourism:
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4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

B. Once having chosen a destination, it becomes fundamental to be quite 
certain that one can have favourable accommodation conditions, use toilets 
comfortably, enjoy cultural events satisfactorily, find suitable food and 
move freely along all necessary routes.

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

C. Information must therefore be certified and able to become a 
guarantee of the quality of the welcome provided by the reception facilities 
and tourist services and given by the whole area in general.
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A fundamental aim of the project is to create a way of exchange and 
reciprocal valorisation between the resources of the coastal area and the 
inter-land’s natural and cultural heritage (regional Parks and historical/artistic 
sites): for this a survey of all area’s PoI will focus on connection routes and 
means of transport accessibility .

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

The first step will be to improve accessibility in the Local Tourist System 
area via 3 operative phases that will take place during the course of 2008, 
bringing the experimental phase to a conclusion at the end of the year.  
The next stage will be to broaden out this activity to the whole regional area. 

Phase A. La Cruna will carry out the work of a professional survey with PDA 
technology, collecting the data of accessibility of reception facilities, bathing
establishments, means of transport and pedestrian routes that link up various
points of interest. The data from these will be put onto PDA and be available 
immediately in electronic format and georeferenced onto a digital map.

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps
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Phase B: the creation of the trademark “Ok! Liguria per tutti!” Facilities 
and services will be awarded a different level of accessibility, certified following 
a subsequent survey carried out personally by operators at La Cruna.  

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

The trademark “Ok! Liguria per tutti” will 
testify the trustworthiness of the 
information independently from the level of 
accessibility attributed to the facility, with a 
view to promoting and developing not only 
excellent facilities and services, but all those 
that show they agree with the objectives of 
the Network “Liguria per tutti” by committing 
themselves to providing clear information 
and improving their own conditions of 
accessibility.

4.“Lands of Portofino: specific objectives and realization steps

Phase C. All of the data that has been collected and put into an appropriate 
database will be organised and managed by La Cruna so as to guarantee
their usability by the STL Terre di Portofino and, afterwards, by all the other
STLs around the region with a view to creating a complete and integrated
information system.

We are dealing with not only the creation of possible tools for relaying
information in an ad hoc way; as a priority it is intended to integrate all the 
data coming from the realisation of the project into the means of 
communication that already exist, such as the official regional Tourism
website and printed tourist guides.
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